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warning 

•  These slides were prepared to illustrate a talk and 
do not make sense without the text.  The text is 
here on 

•  http://societycould.wordpress.com 



Scope of the talk: 2 parts 
1.  Analysis / the narrative 

–  an attempt to capture all the interlocking 
dimensions of the problem in the most 
compelling way 

–  theorisation rather tacit, not in your face 
–  language very ‘ordinary’ 

2.  Proposals 
–  Review of potential campaigning issues, 

demand, reforms. 
•  Seeking your help to improve the lines of 

argument 
•  No attempt to be very original – simply to 

articulate a compelling argument, simply 
•  Work remaining:  

–  international cases / experience 
–  filling gaps 
–  deepening and strengthening 
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Origins of the crisis in class relations 

•  Falling wage share of social product since 1970s 
–  and related growth of debt, profit, rent 

•  Switching of money capital into rent-seeking 
•  Financialisation of land and property markets 
•  Growing inequality in earnings, income, wealth 
•  Problems of pensions 

•  UK-specific problems 
–  reliance on S106 etc for infrastructure, social facilities 
–  restrictive planning 
–  regional disparities 



Sources et données des graphiques : http://hussonet.free.fr/toxicap.xls  Thanks to Christan Zeller for this link/data#

EU: Wage share and share of private consumption in GDP!
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Debt"

•   



This is total personal sector debt, adding 
unsecured borrowing"

Debt#



Debt"

•   



The Guardian, after Wilkinson + Pickett, The Spirit Level"



Inequality of incomes#
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Money capital into property 

•  This is IPD data on the total value of the stock of investment property, 
mostly non-housing 



 

Real change in central London 
office rents since 1980, DTZ 
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UK house-building 
Price escalation 
Static outputs 
Poor value for money  

(m2 per £) 
Falling affordability 
Volatility of prices 
Wealth escalator effects 
Working hours effects 
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What is to be done?"
•  Long term goals: change wage share in 

output & narrow income differentials"
•  Find better ways to organise, finance and 

manage settlements, especially new ones"



specifically…"
•  Reduce the role of land value speculation 

in investor and household strategies"
•  Manage demand in more egalitarian way"
•  Orient investment to physical work on the 

stock, minimising impact on land value"
•  Revive public ownership of land"
•  Re-thinking pension arrangements"



Paying for it - goodbye to S106, CIL, roof tax 

•  Urban developments initially loose, later make, money 
(here with 2/4/6 % annual growth of revenue) 

Year 0 is the worst time for a developer to pay, or make promises.#



What could we expect from more 
collective forms of ownership?"

•  Eradicating aggregate scarcities (AR/MR)"
•  Being left with land values/rents which 

reflect differentials…"
•  some benign / functional differentials  – 

accessibility to jobs etc"
•  some malign differentials— access to 

good schools etc, class segregations"



An aside on the owner-occupation imperative 

•  What do you get for it? 
1.  access to this wealth-accumulation system 
2.  security of tenure (so long as you repay loans) 
3.  freedom to modify the dwelling, DIY 
4.  all the management, maintenance, admin 
5.  totally individualised  relationships 

What would demand be without 1? 
What would demand be if tenure were more secure 

in rental sectors? We should be leveling-up 
between private and social renting, not leveling-
down. 



Non-tax approaches 

•  Devising forms of equity-sharing through ground 
rent reviews etc (NL especially useful) 

•  Some big strong visions needed, like Oxford-MK-
Cambridge arc 

•  Designing settlements with maximum amount of 
‘edge’; leaving gaps between places, rather than 
infilling 

•  Doing designs so good that (at most) people 
prefer them to empty farmland 




